Free Certification Courses

Foundational Courses
Only for 1st & 2nd year students of ICT Academy Member Institutes

About Skill Edge?
Why is it important now?
A lot has changed because of the COVID-19
global pandemic. The new normal is gradually
becoming the new way of life.
The pandemic has forced schools and colleges to
rethink their academic practices, with several
institutions now forced to redesign their course
curriculum to suit the requirements of this new
digital era.
ICT Academy in Association with its Industry
partners is launching a new initiative exclusive for
the 1st year and 2nd year students of its Members
Institutes "ICT

Academy

Skill

Edge". This

program is designed
to be a supplementary knowledge that will be
provided to students to impart basic knowledge in
them about the advanced subjects that will be
taught to them in the upcoming future.

Partnering Companies for
Skill Edge
ICT Academy is know to be a bridge between the industries and
institutions by addressing the gap between academic output
and industry requirements. The idea is to create a new
generation of talent pool thereby making graduates future proof.
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Process
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Institutions express

Student Registration

Students Initiate
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interest
Institution express interest
SPOC nomination by college
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Student registration
Students receive confirmation
mail with:
Program Documents
Dates of the program
SPOC details
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Important Dates
College Registration
Nov 28th to Dec 5th

Student Registration
Dec 1st to Dec 12th

Initiaite Learning
Dec 01 onwards

